Serious Adverse Event Resolution Form Quick Reference

Intended User: Physicians, Nurses, Research Coordinators, Support Personnel

**Resolve SAE**

Review the “SAE Data Provided” section to confirm you are completing the Resolution Form for the correct SAE. You may select “No” and return later to provide resolution data.

If your SAE has resolved, select “Yes” and provide the resolution date and time if available.

Select “Submit” when you complete this form, as that is the only way to receive an email confirmation.
Resolve Additional SAEs

Select the “Resolve Another SAE” button after each additional SAE Report form completed to resolve additional SAEs. SAE Resolution Forms must be completed in the same order as SAE Reports.

Details about the “Serious Adverse Event Report” and “Serious Adverse Event Resolution” are provided for your review. The instance number links the SAE Report to its resolution. You must add additional SAE Reports before completing additional resolution forms or the resolution forms will be empty of SAE Data.

Help/Support

- Email: USCOVIDplasma@mayo.edu
- Website: https://www.uscovidplasma.org/